Coherent scatter computed tomography for structural and compositional stone analysis: a prospective comparison with infrared spectroscopy.
Infrared spectroscopy (IRS) is a standard method of stone analysis that yields relative proportions of stone materials within a sample. IRS is destructive, as it analyzes only powdered samples, with only a fraction of the stone being analyzed. This leads to sampling bias with components over- or underestimated or even missed entirely. IRS fails to provide structural composition such as that at the stone core. Coherent scatter computed tomography (CSCT) uses diagnostic X-rays to provide detailed structural and compositional analysis of intact specimens, including detailed imaging of the stone core. Consecutive patients undergoing surgical treatment for stone disease were recruited for the study. Stones or fragments collected during surgery were subjected to both CSCT and IRS. The two methods were compared with respect to overall bulk composition of the stone and the ability to identify the material at the core. CSCT and IRS agreed on the primary component in the majority (84.8%) of samples. CSCT detected additional components in 88.8% of stones identified as uniform by IRS. CSCT also identified a distinct stone core in 78.8% of samples, while IRS failed to detect the core component in 21.2% of these stones. In 30.3% of the stones with a core component, IRS did not identify the core mineral as the primary component. CSCT provides superior quantitative stone analysis and is not prone to issues such as sampling error as the entire specimen is analyzed. CSCT offers excellent structural imaging of stone samples, including detailed analysis of core composition.